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Stephanie Brubaker's scrumptious treats have earned her a spot in the top 10 food bloggers. She

has appeared in Cosmopolitan, Ladies Home Journal, Relish, and more. Now she shares all-new

recipes for decadent brownies, blondies, and bars that look like they took hours. But they're really

so easy and fuss-free, you'll want to make them every day.
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One of the best cookbooks I own! I never write reviews but couldn't help myself this time. Everything

I have made in this book has been a hit! The snickerdoodle bars and the fluffernutter blondies are

my personal favorites.I also gave this five stars because there is a picture for every recipe. I can't

stand cookbooks that don't have pictures. And- the tip about lining your pan with foil? Genius!Buy

this book- you won't regret it.

A very good book if you like to make bars (we love to). Lots of new, good ideas and great

combinations. Two bars that we baked to donate to a sale were snapped up with pleas for "more

next year!" from the organizers :) The only thing that keeps this book from getting 5 stars from me is

the layout, ingredients and directions can be more than a page from one another; which can cause

confusion (and maybe disaster) if the baker is not paying close attention. Overall, a great addition.

I love this cook book! Stephanie's brownie recipe, found in the first section, is my official "go to"

brownie recipe from now on. Every brownie, blondie, and bar recipe I've made has turned out



delicious. A few other favorites besides the brownies are the white chocolate blondies, and the

chocolate covered potato chip blondies. My family and friends were crazy about those! I even gifted

my daughter's teacher with this cook book at the end of the school year last year after she raved

about the brownies I sent in to class and requested the recipe. In addition to being delicious, the

recipes are all simple and easy to follow.

I love this cookbook! The recipes are so fun and easy to make! I also love all the pictures in the

cookbook! It gives you a good idea of what it is your making. Love this cookbook and it is for sure a

favorite!!

This is my kind of cookbook! Nothing is too complicated and ingredients are likely in your cupboard

or pantry right now. Plus, the results are amazing! While I'm sure her cooking tips are well-meaning,

#6 will likely never happen at my house... Cool brownies in the fridge for 2 hours before cutting?

Yeah, no. I like 'em hot from the oven with a scoop of vanilla ice cream melting on top. I guess if I

were making these for display and needed them to be uniform and picture perfect, then maybe. But

no promises! Great cookbook - highly recommend!

I just received this book in the mail last week and am so happy that I got it right before baking

season! I have so many pages dog-eared to make. The recipes are really straight-forward and easy

to follow, all while being delicious and unique! I know I will be turning to this book time and time

again for birthday parties, lunch treats and just Friday night dessert!

Amazing book that all bakers must have! Gorgeous photography along with simple recipes with

ingredients that are in your cupboard. The recipes are easy to follow and turn out fantastic every

time!

This book has easy to follow instructions, wonderful illustrations, and outstanding recipes. I can't

recommend this highly enough!
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